WHAT ARE GLYCERIN MACERATES?

Glycerin Macerates are extracts obtained by maceration of fresh plant buds,
emerging shoots, seeds, rootlets and saps in a solution of water, alcohol and
glycerin. The raw material is taken at the peak time of the plant’s annual
germination (e.g. in the spring for buds or the autumn for seeds).
The Macerates are used as remedies in Gemmotherapy for healing a large range
of acute and chronic symptoms.
They work on cells’ and tissue level, first optimizing elimination, then working
further to clean, nourish, and restore the correct organ functions.
These extracts have a pleasant sweet aromatic taste and range in different colors
from light golden yellow to deep black.
In France, Belgium, Italy, Germany, they are popularly known as Glycerin
Macerates.
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WHAT IS GEMMOTHERAPY?

Gemmotherapy is a new branch of Phytotherapy founded in the 60’s by the
Belgian doctor Pol Henry. Henry clinically studied the effect of a wide range of
plant buds and shoots and combined the virtues of the medical plant and all the
energy of the bud in its study.
It works great for skin conditions, seasonal allergies, chronic ENT’s, asthma, UTIs,
migraines, digestive disturbances, sleep difficulties, menstrual irregularities,
fertility issues, high blood pressure and many more.

HOW ARE THE GLYCERIN MACERATES USED?

Glycerin macerates are marked as food supplements in 50 ml bottles, which
corresponds to a cure of about 60 days. The daily intake is 3x5 drops in between
meals. Under normal conditions Glycerin macerates can be stored for 4 years.
Usually serious brands have a range of about 30 different single Glycerin
macerates. This range allows to cover the usual spheres of action covered by food
supplements such as: articulations, cardio vascular, immunity, energy,
detoxification, stress, sleep, digestion, respiration, feminine well being, memory,
skin, hair, and nails.
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WHO WE ARE?
AYALI GROUP Ltd. is a Bulgarian company, specialized in the wild collection and extraction of fresh
bio-certified plant buds.
We supply in bulk Glycerin Macerates to leading brands and laboratories in Western Europe.

WHY ARE GLYCERIN MACERATES HARD TO PRODUCE?
Top quality Glycerin Macerates are produced from fresh plant buds, collected in the phase when the
sap goes up to the buds. The buds have to be hand picked at the very moment when the bud is full of
sap and before that it’s energy is consumed by the development of the leaves. This means that the
time frame to collect the buds is very short.
Further more, buds are very small and are tedious and time consuming to collect. A good hand picker
will only collect a few hundred grams for the smallest buds in the range.

WHY WORK WITH US?
We are one of the few suppliers that can offer the whole range of buds.
We keep stock all around the year; if you run out of goods, you will not have to wait until the next
season to place your order.
Top quality of the products. We do not make compromises with quality. We guarantee that the buds
are macerated fresh. Buds that have been frozen before maceration loose their energy.
We do not stretch the concentration of our Glycerin Macerates for cost-efficiency purposes.
Our Glycerin Macerates are naturally full coloured with intense and long lasting aromatic taste.

CONTACTS:

George Krustev
Director
Tel.: +359 888 805 298
E-mail: george.krustev@ayaligroup.com
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